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Abstract: A brain tumor is a mass or development of unusual cells in our mind. Various sorts of mind tumors exist. Some 

cerebrum tumors are noncancerous (favorable), and some mind tumors are harmful (threatening). Mind tumors can start 

in your cerebrum (essential cerebrum tumors), or malignant growth can start in different pieces of your body and spread 

to your mind (auxiliary, or metastatic, mind tumors). Cerebrum tumor treatment alternatives rely upon the kind of mind 

tumor you have, just as its size and location. The characterization of mind tumors is performed by biopsy, which isn't 

typically directed before authoritative cerebrum medical procedure. The improvement of innovation and AI can help 

radiologists in tumor diagnostics without obtrusive measures. An AI calculation that has accomplished considerable 

outcomes in picture grouping is the convolutional neural organization (CNN). It is anticipated that the accomplishment of 

the got results will increment if the CNN strategy is upheld by adding additional element extraction techniques and 

characterize effectively cerebrum tumor typical and unusual picture. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 

The classification of brain tumors is performed by biopsy, which is not usually conducted before definitive brain surgery. The 

classification of brain tumors is performed by biopsy, which is not usually conducted before definitive brain surgery.  

A machine-learning algorithm that has achieved substantial results in image segmentation and classification is the convolutional 

neural network (CNN).The classification was performed using a T1-weighted contrast-enhanced MRI image database which 

contains three tumor types. As input, we used whole images, so it was not necessary to perform any preprocessing or segmentation 

of the tumors, Samples of more number of images are collected that comprised of different classes such as normal and abnormal. 

Different number of images is collected for each classes that was classified into input images. We proposed a Deep Learning (DL) 

based brain tumor prediction method to prevent disease by cultivating. The DL method used in the study is the Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN). It is predicted that the success of the obtained results will increase if the CNN method is supported by adding extra 

feature extraction methods and classify successfully rice leaf disease 

To deployment this process by show the prediction result in local host web application. 

 

II EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

This reports on Brain tumor segmentation, which aims at segmenting the whole tumor area, enhancing tumor core area, and tumor 

core area from each input multi-modality bio-imaging data, has received considerable attention from both academia and industry.A 

machine-learning algorithm that has achieved substantial results in image segmentation and classification is the convolutional neural 

network (CNNHowever, the existing approaches usually treat this problem as a common semantic segmentation task without taking 

into account the underlying rules in clinical practice. In reality, physicians tend to discover different tumor areas by weighing 

different modality volume data. Also, they initially segment the most distinct tumor area, and then gradually search around to find 

the other two. We refer to the first property as the task-modality structure while the second property as the task-task structure, based 

on which we propose a novel task-structured brain tumor segmentation network (TSBTS net).Specifically, to explore the task-

modality structure, we design a modality-aware feature embedding mechanism to infer the important weights of the modality data 

during network learning. Through segmenting brain tumors, the volume, shape, and localization of brain tumor areas (including the 

whole tumor areas, enhancing tumor core areas, and tumor core areas) can be provided, which play crucial roles in brain tumor 

diagnosis and monitoring.1 However, segmenting brain tumors from noisy medical images is never an easy task and many research 

efforts have been devoted to this area, which generally follow two main pathways.On one hand, the existing approaches consider 

the multi-modality brain tumor segmentation task as a common semantic segmentation problem and build their models based on 

the network architectures for semantic segmentation  fit the data structure of the investigated multi-modality MR volumes.they 

proposed a novel deep neural network model to explore task structure and modality importance for multi-modality brain tumor 

segmentation. This is based on two findings:On one hand, the three targeted tumor areas are mutually included rather than being 

located separately. On the other hand, different modalities are of different importance for segmenting tumor areas. 
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III    DISADVANTAGE 

We predict the different types of brain tumor areas in different network modules. For exploring the modality importance, we 

introduce the modality-aware feature embedding mechanism to our network to infer the importance weights and the weighted 

features 

 

IV   ADVANTAGE 

 

 To identify the rise lease disease to improve agriculture 

 It is a best model for deep learning technique to easily identify the tomur disease. 

 

V PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY 

 

To deployment real time this process by show the prediction result in web application or desktop application. 

To optimize the work to implement in Artificial Intelligence environment. 

To deploy this model to AI on web application.. 

 

 VI   ALGORITHM  

 

Training from Scratch 

 

To train a deep network from scratch, you gather a very large labeled data set and design a network architecture that will learn the 

features and model. This is good for new applications, or applications that will have a large number of output categories. 

 This is a less common approach because with the large amount of data and rate of learning, these networks typically take days or 

weeks to train. 

 

TRANSFER LEARNING 

 

Most deep learning applications use the transfer learning approach, a process that involves fine-tuning a pretrained model. You start 

with an existing network, such as AlexNet or GoogLeNet, and feed in new data containing previously unknown classes. After 

making some tweaks to the network, you can now perform a new task, such as categorizing only dogs or cats instead of 1000 

different objects. This also has the advantage of needing much less data (processing thousands of images, rather than millions), so 

computation time drops to minutes or hours

 

VI      ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 
VII MODULE EXPLANATION 

 

01. Loading the given Brain Tumor image 

The data set is imported using keras preprocessing image data generator function also we create size, rescale, range, zoom range, 

horizontal flip. Then we import our image dataset from folder through the data generator function. Then we make folders as train, 

test, and validation also we set target size, batch size and class-mode from this function we have to train of brain tumor. 

 

02. Training the given Tumor image using Convolution Neural Network 

The dataset that is the images brain tumor and normal is collected the LeNet CNN is applied on the model  

 

03: Working of the Algorithm and h5 file generation and the accuracy and graph is collected. 

In this module we train the neural network by giving the images by giving more epochs to train better and the .h5 file (Hierachial 

Data Format) is generated and the model is loaded and is tested by giving input. 

 

04. Deployment of brain tumor model in Django Framework and predicting output. 

In this module we create a web application using django framework by using sqlite3 database. Our .h5 file is deployed in the web 

application here the image is uploaded and after uploading the model predicts whether the giving image has tumor or not. 
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IX   CONCLUSION 

 

To deployment real time this process by show the prediction result in web application or desktop application. To optimize the work 

to implement in Artificial Intelligence environment. To deploy this model to AI on web application. A slightly less common, more 

specialized approach to deep learning is to use the network as a feature extractor. Since all the layers are tasked with learning certain 

features from images, we can pull these features out of the network at any time during the training process. These features can then 

be used as input to a machine learning model such as support vector machines (SVM). 
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